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[57] ABSTRACT 
A glass pane is equipped with an elastically resilient 
sealing pro?le. For ?xing the sealing pro?le on the glass 
pane, a pro?le strand is glued to the glass pane and a 
sealing pro?le is secured to this strand. The profile 
strand consists of a hardened adhesive compound ex 
truded directly onto the glass pane or onto a frame-like 
coating disposed on the glass pane. The pro?le strand 
has a channel-shaped cross-section and possesses lateral 
?anges which are equipped with inwardly oriented 
projections and thus form an insertion groove with 
back-cut zones for securing a push-in portion connected 
with the sealing portion of the sealing pro?le. 

5 Claims, 2 Drawing Sheets 
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AUTOMOBILE GLASS PANE HAVING ELASTIC 
SEALING PROFILE 

This application is a continuation of application Ser. 
No. 084,867, ?led on Aug. 13, 1987, now abandoned. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

1. Field of the Invention 
This invention relates to a glass pane equipped with 

an elastic sealing pro?le, especially an automobile glass 
pane, wherein the elastic sealing pro?le is secured in the 
insertion groove of a pro?le strand ?rmly bonded with 
the glass pane. Glass panes of this type can be used both 
for pivoting windows which may be opened and as 
glass panes ?xed in the window frame, wherein the 
sealing of the glass pane is carried out by pressing an 
elastically deformable sealing pro?le onto the window 
frame. They ?nd applications both in building construc 
tion and in the automobile sector. 

2. Background of the Related Art 
In known glass panes of this type, the pro?le strand 

possessing the insertion groove for the sealing pro?le is 
bonded, in the form of a metal pro?le strip or a frame 
pro?le of plastic, to the glass pane by means of an adhe 
sive coating. In the bonding of the pro?le strand to the 
glass pane, however, problems can arise because the 
pro?le strand, which of necessity possesses certain re 
storing forces due to its elastic properties, must be ?xed 
to the glass pane by mechanical aids until the adhesive 
compound is hardened. In a continuous manufacturing 
process, such a measure is a nuisance. 

In another known arrangement, the pro?le possessing 
the insertion groove is applied onto the edge zone of the 
glass pane by injection moulding method. A disadvan 
tage here is that a special injection mould must be made 
for each form of pane, which is expensive for larger 
glass panes. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

The object of the present invention is to create a glass 
pane of the aforementioned type, in which the afore 
mentioned disadvantages do not occur. In particular, 
the glass pane should be suitable for automatic produc 
tion and inexpensive to make. 
The invention consists of the pro?le strand being 

?rmly bonded to the glass pane by a hardened adhesive 
compound forming a permanent bond with the glass 
pane or with a coating disposed on the glass pane, and 
made by extrusion via a pro?led extruder nozzle di 
rectly onto the glass pane or onto the coating disposed 
on the glass pane. 
According to the invention, use is made of a known 

extrusion technique, as is known for the application of a 
pro?led adhesive strand, for example from DE-OS 34 
O9 960 and DE-OS 34 09 903. By means of this tech» 
nique, clamping pro?les having a de?ned cross-section 
and speci?c elastic properties are applied onto the glass 
pane. Very widely varying shapes and sizes of glass 
pane can, without difficulty, be equipped with such a 
pro?le without substantial changes or adaptations to the 
manufacturing plant being necessary. It is, indeed, only 
necessary to adapt any control program for the move 
ment control of the extrusion nozzle, which is guided 
over the edge zone of the glass pane, to the glass pane to 
be equipped with the pro?le strand, but this can be done 
without dif?culty and virtually without loss of time due 
to modi?cation of the plant. 
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2 
After the hardening of the clamping pro?le strand, 

which can take place in a relatively short time, the 
elastic sealing pro?le can be secured on or in the pro?le 
strand by clamping action, that is to sa'y by form-?tting 
and force-transmitting connection to the insertion 
groove or, for example, by glueing. 

In one especially favorable further embodiment of the 
invention the pro?le strand produced by extrusion has a 
channel-shaped cross-section, open on the side remote 
from the glass surface, the lateral ?anges of the pro?le 
strand being equipped with inwardly orientated projec 
tions, thus forming an insertion groove with back-cut 
zones. The ?xing of the push-in sealing pro?le in the 
insertion groove of the pro?le strand may be effected 
either exclusively by force-transmitting and form'?tting 
connection, or optionally also with the incorporation of 
an additional adhesive coating. 

In a further embodiment of the invention, the cross 
section of the pro?le strand may be so shaped that it 
makes possible the clamping ?xing of correspondingly 
shaped ?xing clips of metal, these ?xing clips being 
equipped with ?xing bolts for a screwed or clamped 
connection with the ?xing web of the window frame. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 is an edge portion of a pivotal automobile 
window in the closed position; 
FIG. 2 is an edge portion of an automobile window 

bolted to the ?xing web of a window frame; and 
FIG. 3 is an extruder nozzle for extruding the pro?le 

strand directly onto the glass pane. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS 

The glass panes of this invention can be any glass 
panes, including glass panes as used in the building 
industry as well as glass panes which are provided for 
automobile glazing. 

In the glass pane 1 described in the following embodi 
ment there is a single-pane safety glass panel, which is 
installed as a pivotal side window in an automobile 
body. For example, the glass pane 1 is attached at its 
front vertical edge to the automobile body by means of 
hinge connections (not shown) with the bodywork 
?ange, and is pressed by a closing mechanism situated at 
the rear vertical edge onto the sealing ?ange 2 of the 
window frame 3 of the automobile body. The sealing of 
the glass pane 1 onto the sealing ?ange 2 is here effected 
by the tube-like sealing pro?le portion 4, which deforms 
elastically as compared to the portion 21 under the 
applied pressure, due to its tube like shape. 
On the glass pane 1, a strip or frame 6 of an opaque 

coating is disposed along the edge of the pane. Usually, 
this frame 6 is of a ceramic baked-on lacquer. The pro 
?le strand 8 is glued to this frame-like coating. The 
pro?le strand 8 consists of a suitable extrudable adhe 
sive compound, for example a moisture-hardening, sin 
gle-component polyurethane or of a two-component 
reaction adhesive on ‘the basis of polyurethane. It is 
extruded by means of a suitably pro?led extruder nozzle 
with the desired cross-section, directly onto the glass 
pane or the frame-like coating 6, possibly after pretreat 
ment of the glass pane or frame-like coating 6 by suit 
able cleaners and/or primers. Suitable compositions for 
adhesive systems which may be considered for the pro 
duction of the pro?le strand and for the preparation of 
the frame-like coating 6 are described, for example, in 
U.S. Pat. No. 3,779,794. 
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The pro?le strand 8 has a substantially U-shaped 
cross-section, with a central web 9 and the two lateral 
flanges 10 and 11. The lateral ?anges 10, 11 are 
equipped in their end regions with inwardly orientated, 
that is mutually facing, projections 12, 13. Beneath these 
projections 12, 13, the channel-shaped cavity 14 of the 
pro?le strand 8 diverges. This channel-shaped cavity 
14, which in the illustrated embodiments can have a 
generally circular cross-section, constitutes the inser 
tion groove for the elastic push-in sealing pro?le 20. 
The sealing pro?le 20 has a tube-shaped portion 4 and 

a portion 21 having a cross-section corresponding to 
that of the channel-shaped cavity 14, e.g., an approxi 
mately circular section. The portion 21, which is 
pressed into the insertion groove formed by the chan 
nel-shaped cavity 14 and makes a form-?tting and force 
transmitting connection with this cavity, preferably 
consists of a rigid material, i.e., an incompressible or 
only slightly compressible material. 
The channel-shaped cavity 14, constituting the inser 

tion groove, may of course have some other appropriate 
cross-section. It is necessary only that the pro?le strand 
8 shall have projections 12, 13 which form back-cut 
zones, by which the push-in portion 21 of the sealing 
pro?le is form-?ttingly securely held. Since the pro?le 
strand 8 also has a certain elastic deformability, the 
sealing pro?le 20 is held by an additional clamping force 
component. 

In the case of the automobile window illustrated in 
FIG. 2, in contrast to the above described window, this 
is a window permanently built into the window frame. 
In this case, the ?xing of the glass pane 16 to the ?xing 
and sealing flange 2 of the window frame 3 is effected 
by means of threaded bolts 17 which are passed through 
corresponding holes in the ?xing and sealing flange 2 
and are ?rmly secured by nuts 18. The threaded bolts 17 
are ?xed, for example welded, to ?xing clips 15. The 
?xing clips 15 have a crank end portion 19, shaped to 
correspond to the cross-section of the channel-shaped 
cavity 25 of the pro?le strand 22. The end portion 19 
may, for example, have an S-shaped or a Z-shaped form, 
such that the ?xing clips 15 can be held in position by 
one of the projections 23. 
The sealing pro?le 24 can, for example, be of an elas 

tically deformable rubber-like or foam rubber-like 
strand, which is laid in the channel-shaped cavity 25 of 
the pro?le strand 22. Under the pressure of the bolted 
connection 17, 18, the sealing pro?le 24 deforms, ?lls 
the channel-shaped cavity 25 and is pressed with corre 
sponding deformation onto the sealing flange 2. 

In FIG. 3, the process is illustrated by which the 
pro?le strand 8 or 22 is produced directly on the glass 
pane 1, 16, respectively, or on the frame-like coating 6. 
The pro?le strand is extruded with the desired cross 
section onto the glass pane by means of an extruder 
nozzle 28. The extruder nozzle 28 is a pipe with open 
bottom and rectangular cross-section, which is placed 
onto the edge zone of the glass pane and moved along 
the edge of the glass pane in the direction of the arrow 
F. To facilitate guiding of the extruder nozzle, the wall 
29 of the extruder nozzle 28 is continued downwards 
with a slight offset. The lengthened portion 30 of the 
.wall 29 thus constitutes a bearing surface, which is 
pressed against the peripheral surface 31 of the glass 
pane 1 and in this manner facilitates the guidance of the 
nozzle along the periphery of the glass pane. 
On the rear face of the extruder nozzle, as viewed in 

the direction of movement of the extruder nozzle, a 
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4 
recess 34 is formed at the lower end of the wall 32, this 
recess corresponding to the cross-section of the pro?le 
strand 8, 22, respectively. The projection 36 of the wall 
32, penetrating into the recess 34, serves for producing 
the channel-shaped cavity 14, 25, respectively. The 
shape of this projection 36 corresponds to the cross-sec 
tion of the channel-shaped cavity 14, 25, respectively. 
The adhesive compound which is to be extruded to 
form the pro?le strand 8 is pressed by means of known 
methods and apparatuses under the necessary pressure 
into the extruder nozzle 28, while the nozzle is moved at 
uniform speed along the edge of the glass pane. 

()bviously, numerous modi?cations and variations of 
the present invention are possible in light of the above 
teachings. It is therefore to be understood that within 
the scope of the appended claims, the invention may be 
practiced otherwise than as speci?cally described 
herein. . 

What is claimed as new and desired to be secured by 
Letters Patent of the United States is: 

1. A vehicle glass pane assembly for a vehicle having 
a window frame, comprising: 

a glass pane; 
a hardened pro?le strand comprising an extruded 

adhesive compound bonded to said glass pane and 
having an insertion groove, wherein said pro?le 
strand has a channel-shaped cross-section open 
opposite said glass pane at said insertion groove 
and includes projections oriented towards one an 
other on opposite sides of said insertion groove; 
and 

an elastic sealing pro?le secured in said insertion 
groove, wherein said sealing pro?le comprises a 
rigid push-in portion form ?tted in said insertion 
groove and a sealing portion projecting out from 
said pro?le strand and constructed so as to be elas 
tically deformable as compared to said push-in 
portion, said sealing portion pressing on the win 
dow frame, whereby there results a force transmit 
ting form ?tting connection between the pro?le 
strand and the sealing pro?le and a seal between 
said sealing portion and the window frame due to 
the elasticity of said sealing portion. 

2. The glass pane assembly of claim 1, including a 
coating disposed on said glass pane, said pro?le strand 
being bonded to said glass pane via said coating. 

3. A glass pane assembly, comprising: 
a glass pane; 
a hardened pro?le strand comprising an extruded 

adhesive compound bonded to said glass pane and 
having an insertion groove, wherein said pro?le 
strand has a channel-shaped cross-section open 
opposite said glass pane at said insertion groove 
and includes projections oriented towards one an 
other on opposite sides of said insertion groove; 
and 

an elastic sealing pro?le secured in said insertion 
groove, wherein said sealing pro?le comprises a 
rigid push-in portion form ?tted in said insertion 
groove and an elastically deformable sealing por 
tion projecting out from said pro?le strand, 
whereby there results a force transmitting, form 
?tting connection between the pro?le strand and 
the sealing pro?le, _ 

wherein said pro?le strand is formed of an extrudable, 
moisture-hardened, single component polyure 
thane composition. 

4. A glass pane assembly, comprising: 
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a glass pane; 
a hardened pro?le strand comprising an extruded 

adhesive compound bonded to said glass pane and 
having an insertion groove, wherein said pro?le 
strand has a channel-shaped cross-section open 
opposite said glass pane at said insertion groove 
and include projections oriented towards one an 
other on opposite sides of said insertion groove; 
and 

an elastic sealing pro?le secured in said insertion 
groove, wherein said sealing pro?le comprises a 
rigid push-in portion form ?tted in said insertion 
groove and an elastically deformable sealing por 
tion projecting out from said pro?le strand, 
whereby there results a force transmitting, form 
?tting connection between the pro?le strand and 
the sealing pro?le, 

wherein said pro?le strand is formed of an extrudable, 
two component reaction adhesive having a poly 
urethane base. 

5. A glass pane assembly, comprising: 
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6 
a glass pane; 
a hardened pro?le strand comprising an extruded 

adhesive compound bonded to said glass pane and 
having an insertion groove, wherein said pro?le 
strand has a channel-shaped cross-section open 
opposite said glass pane at said insertion groove 
and includes projections oriented towards one an 
other on opposite sides of said insertion groove; 
and 

an elastic sealing pro?le secured in said insertion 
groove, wherein said sealing pro?le comprises a 
rigid push-in portion form ?tted in said insertion 
groove and an elastically deformable sealing por 
tion projecting out from said pro?le strand, 
whereby there results a force transmitting connec 
tion between the pro?le strand and the sealing 
pro?le, 

including a metal clip ?tted in said insertion groove 
between said pro?le strand and said sealing pro?le 
and at least one ?xing bolt ?xed to said clip and 
?xable to a window frame. 
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